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Guilt
Do you think you’re all pure and shit?
Because I don’t think you’re all pure and shit.
You have scars a mile long,
You are as old as the last ring
On a tree trunk,
You spit fire and venom as the day grows long,
You are a mistake, an abortion gone wrong,
And what’s more, you eat coffee grounds!
Stellar & willing,
You take the cup from the hands
Of a demon,
But you don’t smash it,
Not yet, not ever.
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Treatise for the Gone World
Never worry about who's
Sucking on whose teat!
I'm frail, leave me alone.
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Shopping at Sam’s Club

feelfine

It is difficult to think of myself as big
but there are rows and rows
of things to be bought
to be carried out by this body
bright boxes
gallon tins
loud crinkling plastic trays of cupcakes
we have always felt as though the world was growing too quickly around us

I was afraid to talk about
what felt like uterine lining
under someone else’s fingernails
(hands on desk)
but I am here to talk about my foreign puss
***
I am running out of time
still delaying the same
***
explaining
feels like
bag of legs on my shoulders
like it is never ending
the twinning of limbs
which pressures me
***
cute thoughts
bad thoughts...
***
cannot stop until
I’m unhappy with my flesh
I X out my O’s
slip on
a skirt that says let’s go
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the human equivalent
of a climbing wall over a pool
‘When I meet Amelia Gray I am volunteering for a wellknown literary magazine at a book fair set up in a bar
that smells so consistently of vomit that when I think of
vomit I think first of that bar and feel comforted.’

essay

that said KORG and colored pedals all around me.
I was operating the knobs and slides and buttons
confidently and dancing like a drunk mystic. I had
long beautiful hair that wrapped itself around my
microphone stand. I was singing ‘True Affection’
by the Blow. In fact I was the Blow, and all the
people watching me were people from my real life
who had come to see the Blow. All my old teachers were there and were sitting around some tables
pushed together feeling warm with pride, feeling
their influence. They didn’t mean to seem self-important, but they believed they had fostered a great
part of my success. My boss was there too, untying
his long braids so his hair was able to move freely
with the music. He was standing near some friends
pointing up at me in a gesture that seemed to say,
‘I employ her!’

Some men stalk young female pop stars. They buy
issues of pop culture magazines with young female
pop singers on the cover, and they take them home
to their lonely apartments and they open up these
magazines and lay with them out on their beds.
They imagine the women are next to them, running
their hands along their biceps, down their chests,
saying ‘I am wholly satisfied by you.’ The men
crave something real. They send the pop stars
letters, they try to find their homes, they go there,
but nothing is ever real enough for them. These
men are emotionally delayed, they have medical
diagnoses, and they are one letter, phone call, or
unannounced visit away from a long time spent in
jail for restraining order violations. The boyfriends
of these pop singers can’t handle it. They leave
their pop singer girlfriends saying things like, ‘It’s
gotten too weird. He’s gotten too weird.’ And the
stalkers, now closer to the women, feel justified.
They are not like me.

I consider my ability to fantasize my most successful preoccupation to date. I know that I can
get there anytime I need to feel special and sometimes very spontaneously during breakfast. But
what follows the delusions is a sense of shame I’ve
found unmatchable. I worry first that I am just inexcusably creepy. Then I feel bad for ever having
thought about the people in my life outside of the

What I have is an extremely active imaginary life
that manifests itself in small episodic delusions.
This morning, I was putting bread in the toaster
when I imagined I was on stage in a local bar. I
was in the middle of the stage with soundboards
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context of real life. I imagine they somehow know
about their roles in my delusions. If I see them
on the street and receive a lukewarm greeting, I
become convinced that they can sense how much
they mean to me, and that this isn’t something they
are prepared for. It is hard for me to remember that
I am harmless.

the bathroom for the last time, Amelia is standing
only a few booths away. I sit down and organize
the stacks of magazines, I become increasingly
nervous about her approaching my table, then
worried that she will bypass it altogether. She will
see me, and she will become scared, and she will
go back to the other side of the bar. Instead she is
unshaken by my presence. She makes her way to
my table and picks up some magazines and says
hello. I say, ‘Hi.’

When I meet Amelia Gray I am volunteering for
a well-known literary magazine at a book fair set
up in a bar that smells so consistently of vomit
that when I think of vomit I think first of that bar
and feel comforted. I am sitting at a booth behind
a table stacked with issues of magazines next to
the magazine’s editor, Patrick. We are there all
day. We have pleasant conversation. We drink
beers that he buys (nice ones), then beers I buy
(shitty ones), and then a few free beer samples.
I am feeling uncharacteristically sure of myself.
I am thinking I could write a book, I could write
three books, or I could jump from the roof of my
house to the roof of my garage with all the books
I’ve ever read balanced on my brain. I am feeling
that all things are possible behind this booth. After
hours of saying he will, Patrick finally leaves to
grab some lunch. He puts on his coat and says, ‘If
anyone asks what the next issue is, tell them it’s
called “Piss and Shit.” Just say “Piss and Shit.”’

She asks what the next theme is. I say, ‘It’s “Piss
and Shit.” The next theme is Piss and Shit’, and
she says, ‘I think I could do something with that.’
I feel clever. I say, ‘I bet you could.’ She laughs
at me, and winks. I ask her how she likes Iowa
City. She says she likes it enough, how do I like
it? I like it enough too. We are talking now, like
two humans. She says she went to the rec-center
this morning, because she got a free visitor’s pass.
When the woman gave her the pass she warned her
that if she forgets to bring it along, she will have
to pay the $1.50 entrance fee. Amelia thinks this
woman is charming. She will think of this woman
when she is writing her next story, this woman will
be somewhere in that story, and I will be in Iowa
City. I tell her I’ve never been to the rec-center,
because I’m lazy. I ask her how it compares to
other rec-centers she’s been to. She says it was
very nice. She was impressed. She says there’s
a climbing wall in the middle of the pool. I say,
in the pool? Yes, in the pool, so that if you fall,
you just fall in the pool. She must think my fear
of heights is greater than my fear of water. It’s not.

I watch him make his way to exit. He can’t walk
ten feet without people stopping him, shaking his
hand. I watch him touch his stomach and politely
excuse himself. A few young writers come to the
table and introduce themselves to me. They shake
my hand and say it’s nice to meet me. They think I
am someone important. I say nothing to convince
them otherwise.

She drags her hand across a row of magazines and
looks on to the rest of the bar. It only makes sense
that now she will leave. She will walk to the next
booth, where she will congratulate her peers for
their various successes, and I will have nothing to
show for our time spent together. In a moment of
panic, I pull out her book from my backpack, and
ask her to sign it. We are no longer humans talking
to one another. She apologizes for writing so much.
She says she feels like she’s writing forever in my
book. When she hands it back to me she says it
was nice to meet me. I wonder how nice it was
to meet me. I wish I could ask how meeting me

Amelia Gray is posted at a booth at the opposite
end of the bar. She is laughing with students, and
talking to men with tidy beards, and making wild
hand gestures. One of the men in suits hands her
a black shirt that says ‘Tucson,’ in white burlesque lettering. She stands up and pulls it over
her head and does a small dance. The people
around her laugh, they pat her on the shoulder. I
pee several times in the next two hours. I worry
I have a bladder infection. When I return from
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I choose an illogical path home. I choose residential alleyways over sidewalks and busy streets.
I open Amelia’s book on the title page. She has
drawn shooting stars around her name, and a note
to me that reads ‘For Alyse— The human equivalent of a climbing wall over a pool.’ I immediately
imagine her calling her boyfriend, telling him that
she’s met the human equivalent of a climbing wall
over a pool. He becomes nervous, wondering if he
can compete with something like that. She begins
to seem distant, first on the phone, and then for
the next few days in person. He touches the small
of her back and asks her if he should feel threatened by me. He frames this as if it were a ruse,
and she laughs and says ‘don’t be ridiculous.’ But
she wonders too. She writes a letter to me in her
journal. She begins it like this: ‘Dear The Human
Equivalent of a Climbing Wall Over a Pool, wherever this may find you, I want you to know that
we are thousands of miles apart and still I feel you
near to me.’ We thank the internet and its ability
to make the miles disappear. At times, it seems
that we are so close that she finds herself setting
an extra place at the table and folding the toilet
paper into a little point in the bathroom before remembering that I am not there to appreciate these
small things.

compared to meeting other strangers. It was fun to
meet her in the way where I could imagine doing
tequila shots with her, or starting an ambitious embroidery project together, or driving in the middle
of the night to a drive-through window somewhere
and eating ourselves sick in the parking lot. A man
approaches the booth and he and Amelia have a
small conversation. She asks him if he noticed that
she’d changed her shirt. He hadn’t. She plays like
she’s offended, and they walk away together.

The rest of the day is different. I am tired of sitting,
but I don’t want to go home. I want to go somewhere that takes care of people after they have met
someone for whom they feel great veneration. A
place where people talk to you about what it was
like to meet that person, urge you to keep talking,
ask you to spare no details. You sit with them on
plastic chairs and they lean in close to you. They
hold your hands. They tell you not to get invested,
not to believe that you have surpassed a threshold
of importance. That is not to say that you should
belittle your experience either. Your experience
was valid, it really happened, and it’s something
you can think about from time to time. Not too
much, though. They stress that.
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Church bells ring in my neighborhood. I think to
myself, I have never listened to the church bells,
but I will make a point of it now. I think this might
be the beginning of a new life for myself. I think
nothing will be the same. I am wrong, though.
Tomorrow will be much like today, given the
weather is consistent and I get enough sleep.
I sleep on a twin-sized mattress with my girlfriend,
Merit, who asks me every hour or so to scoot over.
I scoot until my forehead is pressed against the
pocked wall. I am used to this. We have learned to
sleep like Tetris pieces. It’s hard to sleep because
I am thinking of the climbing wall and the pool.
I ask my girlfriend what it means to her; she is
asleep so I wake her up. I say, ‘so what do you
think Amelia means when she says, “the human
equivalent of a climbing wall over a pool.”’ She’s
mad I woke her up, she reminds me she’s got to get
up early, and she tells me she doesn’t know what
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it means. She would guess it doesn’t mean anything really. I tell her that no one writes things that
don’t mean anything. Everything everyone writes
is written because it means something, and I will
figure out what this means. She suggests I do so
quietly, and a little closer to the wall.

sation, providing no context. Merit and I walk
to the hardware store, and I say, ‘You know, not
since the creation of Eve has such a McRib been
celebrated.’ This one is most perplexing, and warrants no response. Later we talk about dinner. It
always happens that we talk about dinner for long
enough that we get stressed out and end up eating
spaghetti. I sit at the dining room table and I say,
‘What’s for dinner?’ and Merit says, ‘I don’t know.
What do you feel like?’ This time I say, ‘I just wish
there were some kind of portable bean.’ ‘It’s called
a burrito,’ she says, and I am proud of her, but we
eat spaghetti anyways.

In the next couple of days I exhaust all my friends
with Amelia’s metaphor. They say it means
nothing, or it might mean a few different things,
none of which are interesting to them. Meanwhile
I have narrowed it down to two strong meanings.
The first is that I am a source of hope in an expansive sea of despair. Or that I am lovely in a sea of
ordinary. I am walking to the grocery store when
I decide that this is the correct interpretation. I
laugh aloud as people pass me on the sidewalk.
I want to take off all my clothes and run against
traffic. I want them to know I have it figured out.
When I get to the grocery store, though, I consider
another possibility. What she meant was that I am
an eyesore in an otherwise placid lake, or that I
seek a grandiose amount of attention while others
are content to enjoy themselves in the lazy river.
It becomes obvious that this is what she meant. I
misunderstood her mockery as kindness. I wonder
how she knew this about me. I cross my arms in
front of the breads, and whisper to myself, ‘never
cry in front of bread.’

Some time after dinner but before morning, Merit’s
uncle kills himself. Before he kills himself he calls
his brother, and he tells his brother that he’s sorry,
but he’s going to hang himself. His brother gets to
his house only a few minutes short of saving his
life. Merit sits on our porch and cries. She cries
so much that she starts coughing. I hold her, but I
can’t hold her hard enough or long enough. I tell
her I’m sorry and she tells me it’s not my fault and
I know this, but I’m still sorry. When she stops
crying she says that she wishes he’d known what
he’d meant to people. She wishes she’d called him
more, told him that he was special to her. This
makes her cry again, so I hold her again, and she
cries until the dog runs into the street, and she yells
at the dog, and the dog runs at her and this makes
her laugh. The way the dog runs to us always
makes us laugh.

I get a twitter account. I figure that I will become
bored with tweeting and I will start writing real
essays. A lot of them. I spend most of my time
neither tweeting nor writing, but reading Amelia
tweets. I get pretty deep into them. I read them
aloud to Merit until it hurts her feelings. She
accuses me of being in love with Amelia. I’m not
exactly in love with her, I say. I more just want to
be her, or have her live on my body like a tumor.
She argues that I would be upset if she became
obsessed with people at the rate I do, and undoubtedly she’s right. Instead, I say, ‘If having a totally
normal interest in other human beings is wrong,
then I’m wrong,’ and I throw my hand in the air
and it scares the dog.

We are silent for a while. She begins crying and
stops crying and begins again. We hold hands on
the porch for a long time and we don’t talk because
we don’t need to. We only sit and watch as the
church across the street opens its arms to its congregation.

Because I am not allowed to read Amelia’s tweets
aloud anymore, I start to work them into conver-
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Sentence, Question
Sentence, Question

is the

Hannibal lectures
on tam-o’-shanters.

nineteenth
day of the year

*

(20th in leap years)

Why do streetlights
contain raw eggs?

in the Gregorian calendar.
So instead, she earned a living
from Lincolnesque beards, such as
Alice Starboard’s. Though not adopted by
the corporation, she slid brilliantly down butter
strips. In accordance with merit, nomads are outsourced.
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*
She loves him, thus
she smokes him.
*
Where is the juncture
of oxtail spite and soup?
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Rhea Shaves Head
I.
Blue cheese cheese
balls. Rhea was
reckless. Blue
cheese cheese balls.
II.
West, southeast, west
East, southwest, east
To weaken
To smooth out
Rhea
To bulldoze
East, cheese balls, east
West, northeast, west
III.
Rhea visits Misty
Acres where writers
are buried in wide
bronze parentheses.
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NEW YORK
‘Well,
they do a lot of meth up here.’
Mother listens to the police scanner all night long.
Well, I say, speaking,
‘it’s beautiful here.’
Well, (mother speaking)
‘Yu wouldn’t think so.
If yu lived here yu’d be doing
Meth
Is what yu’d be doing.’
Well,
the Lake:
a) hidden behind wispy grass
b) glints in the sun
c) like a fat crystal of Methamphetamine
the Air:
– hangs still over it
– wet
– like a great big bloody nose
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Foetal Pole
Same remnants on the scan –
the small, spoilt yolk
of the embryo sac
and this thin white line –
a hair picked from the sleeve of a coat
which I doubt we could call ‘spine’.

late to the party
‘What made Devi desirable was just how far she hadn’t come
since high school. She had the daisy bras and B-cups of a
fifteen-year-old who still read Judy Blume.’
fiction

Lee Bloom-Mittwoch was at one tip of an oval
formation of boys passing around a Pascal. He
was thinking once again about Devi and how easy
it would be to walk across the hall, say a sadsounding and noncommittal hi and then just drill
her. This was an idea he’d been tossing around in
his head all day, a head now dense and furry with
THC in a way he liked to refer to as a ‘mary jane
maze’. The oval formation went like this: Lee,
Dallas (real name Jeff but he was from just outside
Dallas), Abel (last name), a rando named Donny
(possibly a friend of Abel’s?), and Lee’s best friend
Tarzan Phillips (Christian name: Edward Jonathan
Phillips). Although Tarzan claimed unparalleled
51
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expertise with most drugs – cannabis especially
– and sometimes (albeit needlessly) assumed a
parental or instructional role with Lee, it was Lee
alone who’d thought of the Cockneyesque nickname: Pascal as in Blaise Pascal as in blaze, the
former being far afield from words like roach,
spliff, and blunt and their washed-out, mildewy
associations with the early ‘70s. Avoided entirely
was the noobish and embarrassing word joint,
often heard deployed by adults who’d only ever
taken one puff in their natural lifetime, or had felt
cool for a moment at some party when they were
offered a little burning tube of rolled paper and
didn’t decline.

rebekah frumkin

The Pascal was now being passed around with the
sort of mad-loud enthusiasm Lee imagined must
have prevailed in Heorot right before Grendel
broke in and slaughtered everyone. He had never
seen a group of kids get louder in the vicinity of weed, but today provided a legitimate – if
somewhat stupid – excuse: everyone in the oval
(excepting Lee and Tarzan) had done the 4/20
Challenge and was treating this afternoon like a
deadhead Christmas morning, delighting as they
never had before in Tarzan’s rolling ability, his
strip-of-index-card-roaches and the foul tobacco
he’d purchased in preparation for this drugged-up
catharsis. Midterms had been over for 36+ hours
and they’d all been drinking since noon. Add to
this the fact that most kids at Southgate were pretty
much scared of their own shadows and so had gone
home already to spend spring break playing video
games, meaning that Lee et al. had the school to
themselves.

We’re at the rest stop with the Starbucks before the
last exit now so it’s going to be maybe another 30
minutes.
One thing Lee didn’t have in common with the
rest of the group was a hard science or math-based
major. Everyone in the oval excepting Tarzan and
Abel was majoring in physics; Abel had gone for
Chemistry and Tarzan was Computer Science. Lee
took English, which had been a foregone thing
since about grade five. He had begun to read at the
age of 14 months and was the only member of his
family besides his mother capable of deciphering
Leland Sr.’s psychotic chicken scratch.
Another text from Leland Jr.: Did you get my last
text?
Lee and Tarzan each took a small palmful of fungi
and bottoms-upped, unnoticed by the rest of the
group. He texted Devi: k.

And across the hall Devi was sitting in her little jean
shorts (jorts) in her chair in front of her bathroom
vanity, fixing and re-fixing that bland-as-all-hell
over-straightened hair, alternately scrunching up
and stretching out her pug’s nose. Lee held the
blazing Pascal in an underbite and began texting
her: hrny as fuk. As soon as he’d done this he remembered that his half brother Leland Jr. and wife
Jocelyn were visiting that day. This was supposed
to be a peacemaking visit on Leland Jr.’s part, but
Lee had zero interest in entertaining that idea.

Two texts on Lee’s phone. The first from Devi and
another from Leland Jr.:

Tarzan, glassy-eyed and smiling, took Lee’s right
hand in both of his own. Another strange fact
about Tarzan: his nickname had little to do with
machismo (obviously)— it came from a wardrobe
malfunction he’d experienced during freshman
orientation. Tarzan and Lee had recognized each
other immediately as kindred spirits and so had
spent the three hours prior to an all-freshman
softball game sitting in Tarzan’s unpacked room
with half a bottle of absinthe. They were unduly
ready to tear shit up by the time that was over, and
during the game Tarzan had gotten into a fight with
another kid who tore Tarzan’s shirt (Walmart, Fruit
of the Loom) right off his body, leaving intact only
the collar, attached by a few threads to the fabric
of the right shoulder. (They hadn’t seen the kid
since— there were rumors the Dean of Students
had expelled him on the spot.) Afterwards Tarzan
had kept on playing as if this meant nothing despite
the fact that he had circles under his eyes and was
sweating, his underexposed skin gone from zincwhite to a sick pigeon-grey. Lee felt a deep and
abiding respect for Tarzan that day.

ya me 2 cum oer

Sooner than he’d expected, Lee’s brain underwent

Tarzan over-intimately plucked the Pascal from
Lee’s underbite and licked his own lips, leaning
towards Lee’s ear in a clumsy, secretive manner.
This was Tarzan’s way: he kept these grade school
habits and, depending on who you were, you
found them either endearing or suspicious. His
secret was completely indecipherable, but then he
opened his hand and inside was a decent-sized pile
of shriveled fungi. ‘For Hitler’s Birthday,’ he said.
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a surge of euphoria. The room’s colors became
oversaturated and those with beards (Abel, Donny)
looked bearlike. Lee excused himself, stood up
and took two steps back. There was a chorus of
Where are you going? which he ignored. He went
out, turned right and walked just a few feet to
the door with the pink pom-poms attached to its
whiteboard and knocked. Devi opened it.

The calls were getting more persistent. He finished
efficiently, directly inside of her. Devi made no
attempt to get off him. A text from Tarzan: Get
back hurr.
Now would be the time to stand up, cross the hall,
and begin undressing in his room. That would
give everyone the unsubtle hint that the party was
over. It would be faster and easier than wrapping
his tongue around the words ‘You need to leave.’
Devi was on top of him and he was holding her,
one hand at her back, one at her ass, as though she
were in a front-slung papoose. He had the staticky,
hippocampal impression that they were Inuits in a
snowdrift. She was breathing heavily. The room’s
palette was set on higher saturation than it had been
when he and Devi had started, if that was possible,
and he had the vivid and rather uncomfortable impression that she was thinking about how fucked
up he was, and how fake that was, and how little
he deserved her. She was no doubt imagining what
a kindness she was doing him, letting him obsess
over her light and tight little body on top of his
pale one with its nascent beer belly. He was getting
a shitty Pygmalion vibe from the whole thing and
so gently pushed her off him.

What made Devi desirable (his phone was
ringing— it was Jocelyn calling on behalf of
Leland Jr.) was just how far she hadn’t come since
high school. She had the daisy bras and B-cups
of a fifteen-year-old who still read Judy Blume.
She straightened her hair mercilessly, just as the
popular girls had done at Lee’s high school, and
wore furry boots in the wintertime. Her taste in
movies ran along the lines of Ryan Gosling, Zac
Efron, Jake Gyllenhaal. She barely read— she was
a prospective Biology major and, to Lee’s disappointment, could not say with any confidence who
Thomas Hardy or E.T.A. Hoffman were. She was
clueless about irony, used the internet improperly,
listened to Maroon 5. Obviously she had done
really well socially at some rural high school, but
now it was clear she had missed the boat. Her glory
days were over, etc. And Lee was fixated on her.

‘Were you asleep?’ he asked.

Their encounters always ran like this: drunk/
stoned/ballsout tripping Lee would press sober
Devi against the wall and feel pleasantly surprised by the anger with which she shoved her
tongue in his mouth. Then she would undress him
and they would go to her bed and typically that’s
when it started. Her face never registered pleasure of any sort, but she had the sexual energy of
a chimpanzee, climbing on top of him, clawing at
his chest and screeching with little to no regard
for the thinness of the dorm walls. Now, with
his phone ringing (‘Jostle In’), the oval in the
next room beginning to sing R. Kelly’s ‘Ignition
(Remix)’ and the dorm virtually unoccupied, she
was doing some kind of very intense violence to
him. He became aware that she probably wasn’t
human. With what damp, matted, furry thing was
he making such intimate contact? The question
both terrified and aroused him.

She made a face at him, grunted and got up, going
to her vanity. When she sat she too had a small
overhang of flesh in the stomach area. He felt
he should point this out to her before she started
getting all high and mighty and voguing in front
of him. It was high school all over again, this catand-mouse, holier-than-thou social game— except
now it was about sex. He was struck hard over
the head by an idea: Devi’s dorm room could just
as easily have been the high school band room.
Which meant she could just as easily have been
raven-haired Maria Timpano. For a glorious
second there it was, and there she was. He permitted himself to luxuriate in the thought. She was
Maria Timpano.
This time his phone ringing shocked him into a
cold sweat. He answered it while watching Devi
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reapply her makeup.

that was obviously Devi as a wolf. That was the
animal she was— he couldn’t put his finger on it
before but now he was able to document the fact
with a Jane Goodallesque scientific honesty.

Jocelyn’s young Meryl Streep/mom voice: ‘Lee?
I’ve been trying to reach you for about thirty
minutes now.’

‘I think you’re beautiful,’ he said.

‘I know. I’m sorry.’ He realized with mounting
anxiety that this conversation was maybe the only
thing grounding him in bread-and-butter reality.

She blinked those alien eyes and snarled her girlmuzzle as if to say, Go on.

‘Your brother and I are actually just about to get
off the highway at Janesville. So we’re gonna be
maybe another fifteen minutes.’

‘I like sleeping with you. I could date you. It
would really help me forget about someone else.’
He shook his head, as if this would refresh the
sentence. ‘I mean— I genuinely want to date
you, sorry. But you don’t give me many concrete
reasons why I should date you. You’re not in the
reason-giving business, I guess.’

‘OK.’
‘Leland’s had a rough day. He’s kind of tired.
So we need you to be ready to get a pretty early
dinner.’

This last line was especially Bogartian and he regretted it. ‘As Time Goes By’ inevitably began to
play, the Sinatra version. He was Rick and she was
Ilsa. Casablanca with an all-alien cast.

‘At like 3:30 in the afternoon?’
‘More like 4:30, Lee.’ Her tone was sharp and exhausted. She sounded haggard. He understood that
it had been an insolent question. He understood
this through the kind of sad fog that had prompted
him to long, cathartic crying jags as a child.

She grunted cheerfully, her face now totally transformed, and took a tweezer to her whiskers. He
couldn’t expect a similar declaration of devotion from a wolf— that much should have been
obvious. Still, he kept on watching her. His phone
rang again and that set the ground pounding at the
same rate as his heart. At an impossible-to-sustain
rate, actually. He left the room.

‘Yeah, sure,’ he said.
‘Are you OK? You sound a little preoccupied.’
He watched Devi, who was making a show of not
watching him. ‘I’m looking forward to this,’ he
thought he said to Jocelyn. But he could have just
yelped into the phone. Devi’s eyes flashed empty
and bright green in the mirror.

He was back in the hallway and on the wrong side
of it. He had, he felt, exactly the same distance to
cross as Hannibal had when he first surveyed the
Alps on his Gallic campaign. The ground shifted
and surged in a way that would have been pleasant
had he not had to walk across it. A door opened
down the hall and out popped Tarzan’s head. His
face was extremely sad. Cartoonishly so. It was
clear he had really wanted to take this trip with
Lee, sitting side-by-side with him. He had wanted
it to be their little secret. Them v. the world.

‘Lee?’
He had just yelped a little into the phone, hadn’t
he? He hung up on Jocelyn. This would make
things worse. The last tie to the shores of sanity
severed. That could’ve passed as Coleridge. Now
he had a very small window of time to recover
himself – his superego – before she called back.
He would start by being honest with this girl-shape

‘I’m a bit ineebs,’ Tarzan called to him. ‘What
about you?’
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Lee made some kind of noise of assent. He looked
at the ground.

him: either he’d metabolized the psilocybin too
quickly (was that even a thing?) or Max had gotten
bad shrooms or they’d taken too little. The vibe
had been off anway— too liminal/ceremonial/
first-timey, too much of Max anxiously smoking
cigarettes and sitting on top of the monkey bars
and demanding of his brain that something exciting happen: What the fuck is wrong, man? Do
your thing! Too many worried texts from Maria
Timpano for it to have been remotely enjoyable.

‘Your phone’s ringing, bro,’ Tarzan said.
‘Yeah.’
‘Do you want me to get it?’
Lee realized Tarzan was approaching him and next
thing he knew Tarzan had answered the phone and
was carrying on what appeared to be a lucid conversation with Jocelyn. Lee watched the ground
rise and fall in a way that would’ve bewildered
Hannibal’s elephants.

‘I’m not her son,’ Lee said.
Tarzan, who had been staring intently down the
hallway, turned to face him. ‘What?’

‘They’re basically here,’ Tarzan said, handing him
his phone back. ‘They’re in Janesville.’ When Lee
said nothing, Tarzan grinned and assumed a secretarial tone. ‘I’m sorry, ma’am. Your son can’t
come to the phone right now. He’s tripping balls.
Yes, most unfortunate. Thanks for calling and have
a great day!’

‘I’m her half-brother-in-law.’
‘Does that make me her fourth niece twice-removed?’ He paused, seeming to give it serious
thought. ‘Because you and I are nieces-in-law,
right?’
‘Fuck.’

‘Why are you not getting any of this?’

‘What?’

‘Any of what?’

‘They’re coming soon. I have to get dressed. Get
them out of my room.’

‘Is like the ground moving up and down.’ He’d
forgotten how to properly inflect a question.

Tarzan did as he was told. Lee was able to cross
the hallway using the surge of adrenaline his awful
realization had provided. The oval stood and dispersed, Tarzan acting as doorman and bidding
them good afternoon.

‘Yeah. It usually does.’
‘Is anyone any kind of animal or interspecies
being.’
Tarzan let out a belly laugh that lasted too long
for Lee’s liking at that moment. ‘Dude this is like
your second time doing this. Just calm down. It
gets better.’

‘Want me to sit on this bed and tell you a few
things about the real world?’ Tarzan asked.
Lee nodded. He got corduroys and a button-down
shirt from his bottom dresser drawer. He noticed
that Tarzan was fucking with iTunes on a laptop
that was probably Lee’s. Norman Greenbaum’s
‘Spirit in the Sky’ began playing, a favorite of
both of theirs. They both felt they should’ve been
part of the generation that had produced this song.
This was a genuine, earnest, un-ironic feeling, and
Lee repeated it to himself in his head. It made him

Lee could feel himself metabolizing the drug. It
was as though he’d swallowed some kind of radioactive paste— the kind whose phosphorescent
progress you could just as easily trace with your
mind as with an X-Ray machine. Lee knew that
Tarzan was over-aware that Lee had done this
only once before and that it’d had no effect on
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sad to think there were so few feelings like this
anymore.

jen may

from outside. He grabbed the edges of the sink and
shook his head, still crying. He raised his eyes to
the mirror and saw nothing.

Lee locked himself in the bathroom and began
to change. There was no time to shower. As he
changed, he listened to Tarzan’s voice. It was
talking about how they both had parents.
‘... Moms and Dads, and as far as I can tell they
all love us a lot. That can be a pain in the ass, but
it’s also pretty nice at times. There’s at least two
people who guaranteed have to love you, and two
who guaranteed have to love me.’
Lee felt something on his face that he suspected
was a tear. He touched his cheek and confirmed
his suspicion. Sweet Greenbaumish Tarzan understood so little about Leland Sr.
‘And of course I love you, and of course I need not
specify it’s not a romantic love, but I love you very
deeply and care about your future as a man and I
don’t wish any car accidents or personal tragedies
on you; I hope for the opposite.’
‘I know,’ Lee said. The bathroom was getting
smaller. He was crying while brushing his teeth.
The song started again.
‘There will always be a part of your brain that
knows where it is, which is Earth, and knows
who you are, which is Leland. And that part of
your brain can’t ever die, because it’s pretty much
linked up with your soul.’
Lee thought of the pineal gland, the site of the
Cartesian soul. His pineal gland was on fire right
now. Thinking about it made it hurt. His pituitary
gland, too, and his anterior cingulate gyrus. All
were on fire with fear. The room beat with his heart
and breathed with his lungs. It would have been
nice to vomit, but he’d never felt less nauseated
in his life.
‘What part of my brain can’t ever die?’ he called
out to Tarzan.
‘The one that’s linked up with your soul,’ he heard
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